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Mission 

The Concealed Weapons 
Battle is Just Getting Started                      

t’s been nearly a year since 
Wisconsin’s concealed 
weapons law took effect. 

Gun owners are busy doing lots of 
things to take advantage of the new 
law, but few are pushing to change 
or improve it. That is a mistake. 
   For one thing, the law is fraught 
with problems. And now is the 
greatest opportunity to fully 
restore our rights. The problem is, 
neoconservatives are very good at 
doing nothing — they’re petrified 
they’ll lose ground they’ve gained if 
they push the issue, so they become 
mute. 
   “We’ll hurt our own cause.” Such 
is the rallying cry of compromisers.

Strings Attached in the CCW 
Law 

When the current concealed weapons 
law was being floated, gun owners 
were kept in the dark regarding the 
fine print of the “shall-issue” permit-
to-carry bill. This organization 
mobilized the only effective outcry 
against  the requirement to catalog 
permit holders in a “computerized 
database” maintained by the 
Wisconsin Department of Justice. We 
said it was a gun owner registration 

list. Such a list — that is, gun owner 
registration — is unanimously 
opposed by gun owners when 
considering the issue on its own 
merits. However, when cloaked in 
the fine print of an otherwise good 
gun bill like concealed carry,  they 
tended to look the other way.  
  Legislators claimed the only way  
to have a permit system was to tie  
it to a licensing database. That, of 
course, is false. There actually is a 
third option — good old-fashioned 
paper licenses, just like grandpa used 
to show the game warden while out 
duck hunting. There is no absolute 
requirement for bureaucrats to be 
keeping a list of gun owners. 
    The other problem with Wisconsin’s 
CCW law is the cost to maintain the 
program. The license fees create 
a cottage industry of trainers. I 
know some who charge $100 per 
person for a four-hour class. I’m 
not suggesting they don’t believe 
strongly in what they’re doing, but 
the point is that this new business 
model creates vested interests that 
mitigate strongly against reforms 
toward less restriction. Everybody 
profits from the restrictions. 
     In fact, business is so lucrative 
several police departments across 
Wisconsin — including the 
Woodruff PD, New London PD and 
Greendale PD to name but a few 
— are now offering classes to the 
public for between $50-$100 a pop! 
Why would the enforcers of the law 
now be getting into the teaching 
business? 

Gun Lobby: Where is the 
Unified Front?

The institutional gun lobby made 

a good show in the months leading 
up to public hearings during the 
last legislative session about how 
much they support Constitutional 
Carry. I suspected that this was 
just lip service to deal with the 
overwhelming grassroots support 
for SB93 (Constitutional Carry). 
    When state legislators divided 
up the hearings between Madison 
and Wausau and professional gun 
lobbyist insiders glossed over the 
fact that the permit bill (SB90)
was actually killing the better bill, 
and that two diametrically opposed 
concepts were on the table, I 
suggested a rat was smelling up the 
place.
     This is perhaps the most important 
reason why we need to keep 
pushing for Constitutional Carry 
in Wisconsin: If the institutional 
gun lobby fails to actively support 
it now (they always claimed they 
wanted to get a permit bill to get 
their foot in the door and would 
later work toward Constitutional 
Carry) and then refuse to fight for it, 
or actively oppose it, you will know 
the so-called guardians of our gun 
rights have lied. 
     Like the right to freedom of 
religion or free speech, our right to 
bear arms was never intended to be 
subject to government regulation. 
This organization will demand that 
message stays alive. 
   

                      

Constitutional Carry Still Top Priority
By Corey Graff, Executive Director
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I  

Gun owner
Charlotte, NC — There was serious 
talk at the 2012 Democratic National 
Convention (DNC) to further regulate 
our right to bear arms.
    The DNC’s platform to “Move America 
Forward” spells it out in chilling detail: 
“We can focus on effective enforcement 
of existing laws, especially strengthening 
our background check system, and we 
can work together to enact commonsense 
improvements — like reinstating the 
assault weapons ban … and closing the 
gun show loophole…”                                 
  

                              Continued Page 2

To restore and defend the right 
to keep and bear arms through 
on-target strategy, and to hold 

accountable all those who 
surrender that right 

through compromise.
 

Find out who answered WGO’s survey 
and who chose to ignore you (like 
Paul Ryan) on page 7. 

“… AK-47s belong in the 
hands of soldiers and not in 
the hands of crooks. They 
belong on the battlefield of 

war, not on the streets of our 
cities...”

—  President Barack Obama 

2012 candidates: What anti-gun views are they hiding? Details page 7.



Editor’s note: These ratings do not imply endorsement of or opposition to candidates. 
Those candidates who earned “A” ratings  may be downgraded over time if they 
become obstinate — or upgraded if there is improvement, though the path down 
is much faster than the path up. These ratings are not designed to be a “voter’s 
guide.” All candidates for the Wisconsin legislature and congress are surveyed 
in July following the registration deadline, giving every candidate, regardless 
of party, equal opportunity and time to respond. All candidates are informed in 
writing that a failure to respond results in an automatic failing grade (F). However, 
completing the candidate survey satisfactorily will not guarantee the candidate a 
favorable ranking. Voting record and attitude are also taken into account. To view 
the complete 2012 Candidate Ratings, visit wisconsingunowners.org
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Common Sense or Masterful 
Exploitation of Tragedy?

  The screams for the renewal of 
the Clinton-era gun ban came in 
the wake of the Aurora, Colorado 
shooting as gun grabbers raced to 
also outlaw so-called “high-cap 
mags.”
   Completely ignorant of the 
difference between a “clip” and a 
“mag” the anti-gun media stirred 
the pot as the families of victims 
in the shooting hadn’t even buried 
their loved ones and the anti-gun 
politicians and media  swooped in to  
exploit the tragedy by pushing more 
gun control.
    Meanwhile, gun owners pointed out 
that the theater where the massacre 
occurred posted signs prohibiting 
concealed carry, making it an easy 
target for suspected shooter James 
Holmes. Like Wisconsin, Colorado 
has a permit-to-carry concealed 
weapons law in place. Unfortunately, 
again like many places in Wisconsin, 
the business chose to advertise itself 
as a criminal safe zone.
    While no one from Wisconsin’s 
congressional delegation has lifted 
a finger to oppose the increasing 
calls for more gun control, the 
leftists — whose “let no good crisis 
go to waste” ideology — has only 
intensified calls for more restrictions 
on Wisconsinites’ and Americans’ 
firearm rights. 
    
Obama Rallies the Troops for 
Semi-Auto Ban 
      
President Obama has issued the 
siren cry for a renewed ban on 
semi-automatics and so-called high 

capacity mags, saying “… AK-47s 
belong in the hands of soldiers and 
not in the hands of crooks. They 
belong on the battlefield of war, not 
on the streets of our cities,” he said.
   “There’s talk of new reforms. 
There’s talk of legislation,” the 
president added.       
   While Obama was taking aim at 
semi-automatics, liberal senators 
Frank Lautenberg (D-NJ) and 
Chuck Schumer (D-NY) were trying 
to sneak a ban on the production of 
magazines holding more than 10 
rounds into the cyber-security bill. 
    According to Gun Owners of 
America (GOA), “lest anyone think 
that banning magazines is the be-all-
and-end-all for Lautenberg, he has 
already announced that he intends 
to follow up his magazine ban with 
legislation to monitor and limit your 
purchases of ammunition.
   “Explains the clueless Lautenberg:  
‘No sportsman needs 100 rounds to 
shoot a duck ….’
    “So this Einstein believes you don’t 
need 100 rounds of ammunition?  
Who decided that our Bill of Rights 
should be a ‘Bill of Needs’?”

WGO Swings Into Action

While Obama, Lautenberg and 
Schumer were rallying the troops for 
more gun control, neoconservatives 
like Wisconsin congressman Paul 
Ryan were being picked to be Vice 
President of the United States, 
despite Ryan’s failing for two 
sessions to answer a simple gun 
rights survey. 
    Even so, Wisconsin Gun Owners 
launched a full mailing campaign 
to collect surveys from members 
asking about their views on high-
capacity mags and semi-auto 
bans. The surveys, to be shared 
with Wisconsin’s congressional 

delegation, are only phase one of 
a pro-gun campaign to stop leftists 
from reinstating the Clinton-era gun 
ban.  
    Throwing more fuel on the fire since 
the Colorado shooting, another mad 
gunmen killed six people at a Sikh 
temple in the Milwaukee suburb of 
Oak Creek. The media was quick 
to introduce “gun control” into the 
dialogue surrounding this second 
recent mass public shooting and 
politicians quickly capitalized on 
the new tragedy by expediting their 
gun control proposals.

          Continued Next Page 

Suspected shooter James Holmes 
surrendered to police without a 
fight. Could it be that he gave up 
so easily because the police were 
armed?

Log onto wisconsingunowners.org 
and be sure to sign up for free gun 
rights alerts by e-mail.  

2012 Candidate Watch: Top Performers and Notable Losers
Highlights and grades of those who did—and did not—answer WGO’s gun rights survey

Sheet1
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Office District Party First Name Last Name Rating Survey

Congressional 1 L Keith A Yes

Congressional 2 R Chad Lee A Yes

Congressional 4 R Dan A Yes

State Assembly 3 R Brandi A Yes

State Assembly 25 R Paul A Yes

State Assembly 28 R Erik A Yes

State Assembly 38 L Leroy Watson A Yes

State Assembly 39 R Tracy A. Heron A Yes

State Assembly 45 R Russell A Yes

State Assembly 45 R Beth Schmidt A Yes

State Assembly 70 R Dan Wald A Yes

State Assembly 71 R Patrick A Yes

State Assembly 85 L Jim A Yes

State Assembly 90 R David A Yes

State Assembly 94 R Kevin A Yes

State Senate 14 R David A Yes

State Senate 24 R Steve A Yes

State Senate 24 R Scott Noble A Yes

US Senate C Riley Hood A Yes

US Senate L Joseph A Yes

US Senate D John A Yes

State Assembly 39 R Mark L. Born A- Yes

State Assembly 49 R Dave A- Yes

State Assembly 13 R Thomas B Yes

State Assembly 30 R Dean B Yes

State Assembly 54 R Paul J. B Yes

State Assembly 75 R Roger L. B Yes

State Assembly 94 R Bruce B Yes

State Senate 18 R Rick B Yes

US Senate I.D.E.A.Nimrod Allen III B Yes

State Assembly 53 R Kurt B- Yes

State Assembly 74 R John B- Yes

State Assembly 22 R Don C Yes

State Assembly 37 R Chris C Yes

State Assembly 72 R Scott S. C Yes

State Assembly 99 R Chris C Yes

State Senate 28 D Jim Ward D Yes

Congressional 1 R Paul Ryan F No

US Senate R Tommy Thompson F No
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Kapenga



Here It Comes
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   In what is quickly becoming 
the perfect storm for gun control, 
Carolyn McCarthy (D) and her gun-
banning cohorts in congress have 
introduced HR308/S32, the “Large 
Capacity Ammunition Feeding 
Device Ban. To permanently (and 
with no-grandfather provisions) 
prohibit the transfer or possession of 
large capacity ammunition feeding 

devices, and for other purposes.”
    Despite a near total blackout 
from the institutional gun lobby on 
these threats to gun rights, WGO 
will continue to monitor and oppose 
these bills.  

To monitor this anti-gun legislation 
and get WGO’s action alerts, 
visit the online Bill Watch page at 
wisconsingunowners.org
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Support WGO, Get a Tactical Range Hat ... FREE
Donate $50 or more to WGO ... support our pro-gun programs ... and get a FREE Hat! 

Romney supports tough Massachusetts gun laws  
(2002 C-SPAN2 Gubernatorial debate)       Note: actual video available on our website 

"We do have tough gun laws in Massachusetts; I 
support them," he said. "I won't chip away at them; 
I believe they protect us and provide for our safety."

Sponsored by

National Association 
for Gun Rights

Permission granted to reproduce
this document with credits

www.nationalgunrights.org
&

www.rmgo.org

Mitt Romney’s own words on gun control

Romney using Sarah Brady’s rhetoric  
(Gov. Romney’s news release, 7/1/2004)
"These guns are not made for recreation or 
self-defense," Romney said. "They are instruments of
destruction with the sole purpose of hunting down 
and killing people."

Romney signs permanent ban on Semi-Automatics 
(Gov. Romney’s news release, 7/1/2004)
“In a move that will help keep the streets and 
neighborhoods of Massachusetts safe, Governor Mitt
Romney today signed into law a permanent assault
weapons ban...”

Sponsored by

National Association 
for Gun Rights

Permission granted to reproduce
this document with credits

www.nationalgunrights.org
&

www.rmgo.org

Mitt Romney’s own words on gun control
Romney supports tough Massachusetts gun laws  
(2002 C-SPAN2 Gubernatorial debate)       Note: actual video available on our website 

"We do have tough gun laws in Massachusetts; I 
support them," he said. "I won't chip away at them; 
I believe they protect us and provide for our safety."

Romney using Sarah Brady’s rhetoric  
(Gov. Romney’s news release, 7/1/2004)
"These guns are not made for recreation or 
self-defense," Romney said. "They are instruments of
destruction with the sole purpose of hunting down 
and killing people."

Romney signs permanent ban on Semi-Automatics 
(Gov. Romney’s news release, 7/1/2004)
“In a move that will help keep the streets and 
neighborhoods of Massachusetts safe, Governor Mitt
Romney today signed into law a permanent assault
weapons ban...”

q Yes! Send me a WGO hat as a FREE Thank You Gift for my financial support of WGO. 
     
     q $50 or More Donation         
About The Hat
This new WGO Tactical Range Hat is all black with gold stitching and gold/white tactical rifle logo. Stitched 
on the front brim of the hat is our rallying cry, “Because Compromise Is Not An Option.” These hats are 
high-quality, stretch fit. 
*This hat is sent as a free premium for your support of WGO. Wisconsin Gun Owners, Inc. is a 501(c)4  non-profit organization. 
Donations made to Wisconsin Gun Owners, Inc. are not deductible for income tax purposes.  Thank you!

Mail Form + Donation To: 
Wisconsin Gun Owners, Inc. 
“In Defense of Freedom” Hat Campaign
PO Box 329
Waupaca, WI 54981

Obama admits his administration 
wants to ban AK-47s and other 
semi-autos following the Colorado 
shooting. 



Madison, Wis. —  The Wisconsin 
Department of Justice issued a 34-page 
document containing the proposed 
permanent rules for issuance of 
Wisconsin concealed weapons permits 
this summer. The proposal was heard 
at three public hearings around the 
state and was designed to finalize the 
temporary emergency rules that were 
hastily put into place when Act 35 was 
passed in early November 2011. 
     In addition to representing a lengthy 
bit of legalise and grand example 
of government regulation of the 
inalienable rights of gun owners with 
a draconian choke hold more stringent 
than those dreamt up by even the most 
ardent dictators of history, the proposed 
rules were basically a rubber stamp on 
the neoconservatives ultimate vision 
of permanent government control of 
concealed carry in Wisconsin. 
   At issue were the training requirements 
to get a permit. DOJ proposed imposing 
a 50-student limit to CCW classes, but 
also more Big Brotherish requirements 
like training on “how to stay out of 
trouble” were included.
     The National Association for Gun 
Rights (NAGR) criticized Attorney 
General J.B. Van Hollen for saying, 
“The final rule even has more 
requirements… I am not prepared to 
lay all of them out…”
    Dudley Brown, executive director 
of NAGR, railed on Van Hollen’s 
Justice Department for “inventing 
new regulations and restrictions for 
the implementation of the newly-
passed compromise concealed carry 

law,” he said. “Van Hollen’s rules for 
issuing permits included an additional 
four hours of training that lawmakers 
deliberately left out of the bill.
    “You and I both know that it’s up to 
Senators and Representatives to make 

our laws, not the Attorney General,” 
said Brown. 
     Van Hollen had argued that because 
the concealed weapons law doesn’t 
define the training requirement, the 
DOJ needed to do so. Now, following 
the public hearings on the matter (which 
were described by WGO as a dog-and-
pony-show) gun owners find the DOJ 
setting the bar higher than what the 
state legislature ever intended. 
    “Silence on the requirements  by 
the legislature does not mean a 
bureaucracy should move in to create 
their own rules,” said Corey Graff, 
executive director of Wisconsin Gun 

Owners (WGO). “When a legislature 
leaves something unregulated it should 
stay unregulated. It’s an old idea called 
freedom.”
     Despite the outcry from gun owners, 
the new rules also set forth more “daddy-

may-I?” requirements like getting 
specific signatures for completion of 
training and making the classes at least 
four hours long. 
    Indeed, many gun owners have no 
problem with training and see the 
requirements as minor inconveniences 
not worth protesting. However, as 
pointed out by WGO, as more and 
more rules become codified and 
accepted, the prospect for passing 
Constitutional Carry and returning to a 
full expression of the right to bear arms 
without government intrusion becomes 
increasingly difficult. 
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Wisconsin DOJ Pushes Permanent Rules for CCW Training
Despite protests from gun owners, three hearings held around the state recently solidified 
training requirements for concealed carry Editor’s Note: The following is a 

letter sent to Stewart C. Mills, Jr., 
CEO of Mills Fleet Farm. WGO 
members are encouraged to write 
their own letter of thanks. 

Mr. Stewart C. Mills, Jr.
Mills Fleet Farm
Hwy. 371 North
Brainerd, MN 56401

Dear Mr. Mills, 

My organization, Wisconsin Gun 
Owners (WGO), carries out a 
statewide program known as the 
Don’t Buy List — an initiative 
to expose businesses that post 
signs prohibiting concealed carry. 
Currently,  there are nearly a 
thousand businesses on that list.    

     However, I can count on one hand 
the number of businesses openly 
welcoming concealed carry.
    That’s why I was so pleasantly 
surprised to see Mills Fleet Farm 
posting a pro-concealed weapons 
sign. I wanted to thank you for that 
— for taking a proactive stand to 
welcome concealed carry permit 
holders in your stores throughout 
Wisconsin. 
   One of the missions of WGO is 
to “push the envelope” in terms of 
regaining lost ground where our 
gun rights are concerned — whether 
through legislative efforts or public 
awareness of the issues. I can’t 
think of a better way to achieve 
this positive awareness than by 
communicating to each and every 
customer who walks through the 

door that those who carry concealed 
weapons are expressly welcome in 
Mills Fleet Farm stores.
    Thanks again for standing with 
gun owners.  

Corey Graff
Executive Director

P.S. — Our organization has placed 
a link to Fleet Farm on our website 
under “recommended sites” but 
there is so much more we can do 
to work together for our common 
goals. Please don’t hesitate to 
contact me. 
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Letters: Fleet Farm Welcomes Concealed Carry

wisconsingunowners.org/dont-buy-list


